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Raising Sentry
By August Flowers

Outskirts Press, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 211 x 137 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Raising Sentry reveals elements of courage
beyond years, religious faith, military life, along with traditional southern family values. This story is
biographical fiction and is the first of a series designed to follow along as Sentry develops the
mental armor needed to overcome life challenges. In this organic narrative several short stories are
closely related. The protagonist is a twelve year old girl who narrates her story. The opening reveals
the trauma predestined to infect her entire being. The narrator switches between first person and
third person in order to make the connection between traumatic experiences; at times she is in the
storyline and apart of the trauma; then as if standing on the sideline viewing it as it unfolds. This is
artistic form the author uses to bring attention to the content provided by the changes in tense. The
story takes place during the 1950 s and early 1960 s in Arkansas, Hawaii, and throughout California
s various military bases. However, the prime location is in San Diego, California; the story starts
here but this...
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Reviews
It is great and fantastic. It can be writter in easy phrases and never hard to understand. You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective
time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you request me).
-- Michel Ha lvor son
This created pdf is excellent. We have read through and i also am sure that i am going to going to study yet again yet again in the future. You will not truly
feel monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you check with me).
-- Myr ia m B ode
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